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ABSTRACT 
GRAVITATIONAL HARMONICS FROM SHALLOW RESONANT ORBITS 
C.A. Wagner 
S.M. Klosko 
Until very recently, there hus bEJen no identification 
of the significant gravitational constraints on the many 
common orbits in shallow resonance. Without them it is 
difficult to compare results derived for different sets of 
harmonics from different orbits. With them it is possible 
to extend th",,,,,, rusults to any degree without reintegration 
of the orbits. 
for the GEOS I I 
Five such (strong) constraints have been derived 
orbit (order 13, to 30th degree) whose princi-
pal resonant period is 6 days. The constraints explain the 
sinusoidal variation with argument of perigee of a lumped 
harmonic found from 41 i)-day arcs of optical and laser data 
in 1968-69. For example, the constant terms derived are: 
109 (38.1,-55.9) = -.872(C,S)13,)3 
+ (C,S)15,13 + .462(C,S)17,13 + ••• , 
in terms of fully normalized srherical harmonics. 
The condition equations, derived from elementary pertur-
bation theory are shown to account for almost all (>98%) of 
the resonant information in the tracking data. They agree 
well with recent gravitational models which include sub-
stantial amounts of GEOS II tracking data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
We can calculate the amplituder and phases of the geo-
potential perturbations from the formulas given by Kaula, 1966. 
He has expressed the potential entirely in terms 0'.' Kepler 
e lemen ts as 
v = LEE E V' where 
. R.mpq, R.mpq 
and 
~'R.mpq = (9_-2p)w+(R.-2p+q)~I+m(Q-e-Um). 
(R.-m) eVen 
co sljlR.mpq 
(R.-m) odd 
In Equation (1): 
a,e,t,w g, and N are the mean Kepler elements: 
semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, 
• 
argument of perigee, right ascension of the 
ascending node and mean anomaly respectively; 
a e is the semi-major axis of the earth; 
\.I is the gravitational constant of the eaTth; 
8 is the rotation rate of the earth; and 
mA9.m is tan- l 
SR.m 
CR.m 
1 
~ 
(1) 
The indexes R.,m are the degree and order of a fully nrrmalized 
spherical harmonic term; the p ,4 quanti ties identify a par-
ticu1flr component of that term. The function F limp (i) (fully 
normalized) and G.(e) arise when the potential is converted 
,.pq 
from position coordinates to Kepler elements. The GR.pq(e) 
functions are identical to Hansen's coefficients. The FR.mp(i) 
functions are sinusoidal with wave length about 21T/(.I'.-m+l). 
In terms of Kepler elements, the equ.tions of satellite 
motion are [Kaula, 1966, p. 29] 
da 2 av 
- . -- • 
dt na aM 
de 
- .. 
dt 
.l.:.!: lY _ i!.:,e l ) d.2 
nate aM nate 
dw 
dt 
di 
dt 
• 
dn • 1 
dt na t (l-e)1/2 
av 
sin i ai 
. av • 
-all) 
• 
dM 
dt 
l-e 2 aV 2 aV 
--_ .. _--- + n • 
na al' 
where n is the mean motion (\.11/2 a- 3/ 2). 
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av 
.- , 
ae 
(2) 
The equations of motion can be approximately integrated 
under certain assumptions. Because of the smallness of the effects 
of tesseral harmonics, they can be treated (to first order) as 
linear perturbations about the orbit produced by only the central 
force and tIle secular second zonal harmonic term [2mpq • 2010) 
in the pottlntial. Under these assumptions, Kaula (1966, PI'. 40, 49) 
gives the solutions for the amplitudes of the perturbations of 
the Kepler elements due tu each harmonic component V9.mpq as 
FR.mpG.tpq[(t-::P)C05 i -mJ J£r.t. i' ' 
naH3 (1_e 2 ) 1/2s in i[lJ:-;;pj,,"+(2-2p+~)N+mUI-(j)] (3) 
When examining these expressions, o~e can see that 
under certain conditions the frequencies (ljI) in their 
denominators can go to zero: 
• • t. 
1jJ9..mpq = (2,-2p)w+ (X-2p+q)~[+mUHJ) = 0 (4) 
This is known as the resonance condition. When this happens, 
one has exact commensurability between satellite motion 
and the earth's rotation yielding a perturbatiun from the 
longitudinal dependent terms of the geopotential analytically 
approaching infinity. This is known as deep resonance. 
Of course, other forces are acting on the satellite, so 
that the oTbit usually simply passes through this condition 
of perfect cOl1lJnensurabili ty. Typically, atmospheric drag 
is the dominant other force. 
5 
However, for a very large number of s atelli tes, a 
si tua tion exis ts where the resonance condi tion is only 
approximated, yielding substan'Lial perturbations on the 
,atelli te nevertheless (Wagner and Douglas, 1969). This 
happenstance is called shallow resonance, These effects 
start becoming a problem for orbital operations and 
precise orbit determination when the resonant period, 
which is 
1 1 
.,.. = 
• •• • (!-2p)w + (!-2p+q)M+m(~-~) 
(5) 
starts to approach a few days duration. Ur. fortunately" in 
shallow resonance, all the frequencies of a given orde:: 
satisfying Equation (4) are almost the same. It will be 
difficult therefore to distinguish these effects over a 
short time. The problem is to separate the information 
in order to determine specific gravitational harmonics. 
6 
ANALYSIS OF SHALLOW RESONANCE 
Let 'm,q • 1/Im,O • ~·M+m(n-8), em ~ n in revolutions/ 
day) be the dominant restmant longitude, and E be any of 
the Kepler elements. The effect associated with this 
longitude will be of order one compared to the fringe 
resonances, with longitudes Wm,+l = Wm,o.:!:,w, which are 
of order IDe (Allan, 1973, p. 224). Note that in one 
period of 1/Im 0·' W will be essentially constant if . ., 
1/Im,O » W as it usually is for shallow resonant orbits. 
As long as the resonant period is less than about 
100 days, Kaula's (1966) linear perturbations, (equations (3)) 
are valid (Gedeon, 1969): 
E = EO + L JllEC 
Relevant I. 
(6) 
R,mpq 
where 
1/IR,mpq = (R, 2p)w+(£-2+q)M+m(n-ll) , 
ignoring the phase A£m as in equation (1) , 
7 
-S tm Ctm 
t om v n 
, 
for a w,n ,M 
-C ro m , - S tm t om odd 
AEC, S a AE t mpq (7) 
C1m S1m 
t -m even 
, 
f or E a a , c , l 
-S1m , Clm 1- m odd 
ote that (C'm ,S1m) a J 1m (cos m 11m, sin m 11m) and AE1mpq 
(given by a right-hand s ide of (3) without J 1m) is i uversely 
• 2 
pro ortional to 1mpq (or for AI) whi ch is sma l l i n 
re sonance. 
m, -I ' 
For the five principal re s onant freq uencies ~m 0 ' 
, 
~m +1 ' m -2 ' ~m 2' Eq uation (6) becomes simply: , , , 
L 
1 RESONANT , 
qaO 
L 
9. RESONANT 
qaTI 
L 
1 RESO A T 
q· ' 2 
[ AEC cos 
[ AEe cos 
(He cos 
m, O + AES sin m oj , + 
( m, O:'w) + AES s in ( m, O:'w) 1 
( m, O:.2w) + AES s i n ( ~m , O:'2 w) 1 
8 
+ 
. 
In Equation 
are alw ys even nd 
R) th r s onant t ' s for th q- ! l term 
he r SO il nt t ' s for th e q-O (domin nt ) 
Bnd q- ! 2 terms arc lwa y odd . 
Expa ndi ng h cos and s in t rms In ( 8) and o ll ectin 
t rm s . n cos ~ 0 ' s in m, 
s in 2w: 
C • E • 
o cos~ [L m,O t RES 
q-O 
• sinw 
m, O' 
AE • S 
os w an d s in w, cos 2w and 
L 
1 RES 
q-- L 
1: 
1 RES 
q- - l 
• cos 2W ( L AB e 
RCC; 
q-Z 
· L 1 RES 
q--2 
ACe) • s i n Zw ( - L toES • 1: AES)] l RE t RES 
qaZ q- - Z 
• sin ~m.O [L "5 ' cosw ( L AE S • L toE ) t RES 1 RES . t RES 
q-O qa l q-- l 
+ si nw ( L AE L AEe) 1 RES e 1 RES 
q- l qa-l 
• cosZ w (L AES• L AEs) • s in Zw ( 1: AEe - L "c)] 1 RES 1 RES 1 RES 1 RES 
qcZ q--Z q-Z q--Z 
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(9) 
Equation (9) shows that the (lumped) coefficients (for each 
element) of the cos1/Jm,U and Sinl/Jm,O terms (determinable in 
one period of t/im,OJ are themselves sinusoidal functions of 
a sloWly varying argument of ~erigee: 
c* .. 
5* " 
c + c cosw + C sinw + C cos2w + U c s2c CZs sin2w + ••• 
S· + S ,·osw + U c S SillW + S1. ~ cos2w + S?s sin2w + ••• S w~ u 
The components of the lumped coefficients (C*, S*) depend 
on the resonant geupotentia] coefficitlnts, as well as the 
a, e and i of the orbit. 
The relation between the lumped coefficients and the 
actual tracking information is straightforward, but tedious 
to w1'l te out ill detail. Essentially it is the S<lme as the 
relation between the tracking information and the orbital 
clemen ts . I flu I is it tracking ob serva tion, it is clearly 
a function of the orbital elements E. These in turn are 
given (to first order) by: 
E -= E + E* U 
cosljl 
m,U 
(HI) 
over as maay lumped coefficients E* as are necessary to 
describe the variation. This suggesrs a si~ple schome for 
determining all the lumped coefficients for a single tracl'.ing 
arc. Tracking residuals in '0' can be resolved by differential 
correction to EO and E* through the cOfidition equations: 
10 
Tho observation 'partials' 30/~E are laborious to 
calculate but ure rea~ily available in exi~tillg differential 
programs [Lercil ct. al. 1974]. ihis is unalogou~ to the 
method chosen by Riegber (1973) to deter~;line shallow resonant 
constraints. Kiagber however corrects a boundary (rather 
than an initial) value solution to the orbit. He also appears 
to make no use of the known frequencies of the problem, pre-
ferring a general FOUl'ier ana]:n;is of the re~Ullant elellltmts. 
However, the pril1cipul periods. in Reigber's solu+ions are tIl(; 
full arc lengths. chosen as l/t)JIlI,O' His GEOS II solution fOl" 
these are compatible with our results, as will be shown later. 
One of the goals of our analysis, however, is to identify 
the dominant information in current fields. Where possible, we 
want to us,," '1e good geopotential solutions, already developed 
at great '-,pense. Our central hypothesis is that the resonance 
informction is almost entirely in the along track (6w+61·j+t&cosij 
variation. To give a concrete example, consider the orbit of 
GEOS II (a " 1.209 e.r., e = .033, i " l05.8~). The root :;um 
of squares of all resonunt terms contributinG to this orbital 
component is indeed 95% of the total perturbation. The 
information in the semi-major axis variation is almost the 
same as this since its integral controls the along truck change 
in resonance. Table I give the resonant' a' perturbations on 
GEOS II from J tm = /1 x 10-
5/9,2 to (30,13). 
Clearly, the q=O terms dominate but the q"':'l terms are 
also significant. To illustrate the development of the lumped 
coefficients, the quantities tea) are the components AEC or 
~ES (for E=a) for coefficients C~m or S9.m of fl x 10- 5/9.,2 in 
equation (9), where ~EC ,S (q"':'l) = liE [-S~m' C9.m1 and AEC ,13 (q=O) 
= lIE[C9.m,S~ml. Therefore, to find the partial contribution 
(or sensitivity) due to each (unknown) coefficient (AE) the 
perturbations in the table must be divided by /! x 10- 5 /~2. 
11 
" 
, 'j 
In fact they can also be adjusted by a constant (as a set) 
without changing the relative information content of the 
terms in the lumped coefficients C* and 5*. Multiplying 
each term of Table 1 by 12/400 gives the partial contri-
butions presented in Table 2. 
To obtain non-dimensional sensitivities, these partials 
are divided by the maximum contribution (from 1=15, q=O) 
yielding the sensitivities presented in Table 3. 
Thus, from this final sensitivity table the lumped 
coefficients determinable from observation of just the 'a' 
variation are (to q=~2 terms) 
+.456(C,5)17,13 - .020(C,5)19,13 - .181(C,5)2l,13 
.. 156(C,8)23,13 - .076(C,5)25,13 - 0.010(C,5)27,13 
+.022(C,5)29 13 + ... 
, 
(LL) 
+.160(-5,C)18,13 + .110(-5,C)20,13 
+.035(-5,C)Z2 13 - .011(-5,C)24 13 , , 
-.025(-5,C)Z6,13 - .021(-5,C)28,13 
- .011(-5,C)30,13 
(12) 
12 
I 
I 
I I, 
I! , 
Ii 
1 , 
Ii 
1 i 
11 
l' Ii 
Ii 
II 
II 
11 
Ii 
11 
I' 
I! 
II 
Ii 
.1 
Ii , 
I 
i 
1 
: 
I 
Ii 
II 
II 
1 
! 
Ii 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
'I Ii 
I' 
'I II 
CS,SS) = .158(C,S)14 13 + .188(C,S)16,13 , 
+.041(C,S)18 13 -, .068(C,S)20,13 .092(C,S)Z2 13 , 
-.064(C,S)Z4 13 -, .022(C,S)26,13 + .OO9(C,S)Z8,13 
+.021(C,S)30,13 + ••• 
(Ccz,Scz) -.039(C,S)13 13 + .021(C,S)ls,13 = , 
+.012(C,S)17 13 + , .OO7(C,S)19,13 
+.006(C,S)21,13 + .OOs(C,S)Z3 13 , 
+.OOZ(C,S)2s 13 -, .OOl(C,S)Z7,13 
-.003(C,S)Z9 13 + ••• , 
(Csz ,S5 2) = +.031(5,-C)13,13 + .010(5,-C)ls 13 , 
-.023 (S, -C) 17 ,13 .027(S,-C)19 13 - , 
-.01-5 (5, -C) 21 13 , .001(S,-CjZ3 13 
• 
+.007(S,-C)Zs 13 + , .008(S,-CjZ7 13 , 
+.006(5,-C)Z9 13 + ... 
, 
One can also repeat th~ above computations usin~ the 
sum of the perturbations /:'w, /:'~1 and cos i·/:,n to derive 
influence coefficients for observation of an effective 
along track variation: 
13 
(13) 
(14) 
(IS) 
I I: 
Ii ~ 
II 
Ii 
II h 
1/ 
I 
I 
I 
J 
(CO,50 ) " -.872(-S,C)13,13 + 1. 00 C- 5 ,C)lS,15 + .462(-5,C)17,13 
-.020C-5,C)19,13 - •18Y C- 5 ,C)Z1,13 - .16SC-5,C)Z3,13 
-.U82(-S,C)ZS,13 - .0l1C- S ,C)Z7,13 + •025 C- S ,C)Z9,13·" 
(Hi) 
(Ce,SC) " -.516(-C,-S)14,13 + .U29(-C,-5)16,13 + .162(-C,-5)18,13 
+.116(-C,-5)ZO,13 + .039(-C,-5)22,13 - .010(-C,-5)24,13 
-.027(-C,-5)26,13 - .024(-C,-5)28,13 - .013(-C,-5)30,13··· 
(17) 
.171(-5,CJ 14 13 + .189C-5,CJ 16 13 + .037(-5,C)18 13 , , , 
-.073(-5,C)ZO,13 •• 09S(-5,CJ Z2 ,13 - .068(-S,C)Z4,13 
+ .U24(-5,C)30 13'" , 
= -.040(-S,C)13,13 4 .020 C-5,C)1S,13 
+.OI4(-S,C)17,13 + .008(-5,C)19,13 
+.007(-5,C)21,13 + .006(-5,C)Z3,13 
+.00Z(-5,C)ZS,13 - .001(-S,C)Z7,13 
-.004(-S,C)Z9,13·· • 
(C52 ,552) = +.033(C,5)13,13 + .009(C,5)15,13 
-.024(C,5)17,13 - .029(C,5)19,13 
-.016(C,5)21,13 - .001(C,5)23,13 
+.007(C,5)25,13 + .009(C,5)27,13 
+.007(C,5)29,13··· 
14 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
TABLE 1 
PERTURBA TlON AMPLITUDE IN , .11,1 mot' .. 
1m ' 131 
1..:..... !l!...::1 . - • • ~ 
13 -.011 
- 2.68' -. 103 
14 -.448 -.847 
16 .034 2.116 .011 
16 .214 - .149 
17 -.001 .779 .030 
18 .1-'3 .091 
19 -.014 -.0211 .023 
20 
." 211 .1ot 
~1 .006 -.203 .012 
22 - .029 .066 
23 - 002 -.146 .003 
24 -.032 .023 
26 .004 -.060 -.002 
211 - .017 -.001 
27 .003 -.007 -.003 
28 -.004 -.009 
29 .001 .013 - .003 
30 .003 ·-.001 
RSS .04 O.Sl 3 .2 0 .86 .11 
TABLE 2 
PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION .11,1 m 
m · 13 
C. o· - 2 0.:..=1 ...!I..:..l!. c..!l • +2 
13 -.006 - 1 .0~ -.043 
14 -.220 -.415 
15 .019 1.235 .006 
16 .137 -.096 
17 - .007 .563 .022 
lB .123 .073 
19 -.013 - .024 .021 
20 .026 .109 
21 -.005 -.224 .013 
22 - .035 .079 
23 .002 -. 193 .004 
24 - .046 .033 
26 .006 - .094 -.003 
26 -.029 - .002 
27 .006 - .013 -.007 
28 -.008 -.019 
29 .002 .028 -.006 
30 - .006 -.020 
is 
_G.. • - 2 
13 -.004 
14 
15 .016 
16 
17 -.005 
18 
19 -.010 
20 
21 -.004 
22 
23 .002 
24 
Z5 .005 
26 
27 .004 
28 
29 .001 
30 
TABLE 3 
SENSITIVITY COEFFIOIENTS 
FOR GEOS- II RESONANCE 
6EI.1 
. -
-.886 
-. 178 
1 .000 
.111 
.456 
.100 
-.020 
.021 
-. 181 
-.029 
-. 156 
-.037 
-.076 
-.024 
-.010 
-.006 
.022 
+.005 
16 
-.035 
-.336 
.005 
-.077 
.01a 
.059 
.017 
.089 
.011 
.084 
.003 
.026 
-.002 
- .002 
- .005 
-.015 
-.005 
- .016 
As predicted, these sensitivities only vary slightly 
from the values derived for 6a. 
Similarly, the information content from the element 
variations in 'e' and 'i' is almost the same or predictable 
from the 'a' variation since: 
6 i/6a = 
r (l-q) cos i-m] 
2 l/Z 
2a(1-e) sin i 
, and 
6e 
2 1/2 2 1/2 (I-e) [(I-e) - (l-q)] 
= 
6a Zae 
Note that these ratios depend on the frequency q as well as 
the resonant order m, but they are independent of degree. 
Therefore, the sensitivity tables for e and i information 
are the same as those for 'a' with the following adjust-
men ts (Table 4) : 
17 
(21) 
.11 
.1. 
.11' = .11/-13.54 
TABLE 4 
FACTORS OF THE .1. TABLE FOR 
GEOS II OBSERVATIONS .1. AND .11 
!I..:..=!. ~ 
-13.64 
-13.27 
-1. -5.45 x 10-4 
1. .980 
18 
~ 
-13.00 
+ 1 . 
.960 
Table 4 shows that the :;ensitivities for tli observations are 
virtually unchan£ed £1'0111 those for tla while the toe information 
appears to be significantly altered. But in fact, the tle 
information is almost entirely in the q=+l terms which ure 
. -
predictable from the 'a' variation. In fact: 
C
c 
(lie) = Ss ella) 
Ss (lie) = C. (tlH) 
c 
Cs(lle) To -Sc(lIa) 
S .(6e) 
'" 
-C
s 
(lla) 
I.: 
so that no neW information is (ldded by observations of 
eccentricity variHtion. 
(22) 
In summary, we have hypothesized that nearly all the 
information in shallow resonance is contained in observations 
of either the semi-major axis or along track variation. As a 
con:equence, analysis of tracking data within each short period 
(1/1/! ) may be made in terms of a simple "lumped" coefficient m,O 
set. Such a set will var)' sinusoidally with the long period 
of the argument of perigee. A similar analysis can be made 
for the higher order resonances of 2m, 3m, •.. , on the 
same orbit. 
We have chosen the GEGS-II (1968 2A) satellite to test 
our method of analysis. GEGS- II has a principal resonance 
period \~hich is approximately 6.5 days. This sa telli te was 
selected for three j,Jajor reasons: 
1) It has been heavfly tracked wi th very accurate 
instrumentation, 
19 
2) This satellite afforded us the opportunity to 
calibrate our new technique for identifying 
resonant constraints siner; it was used in 
almost all recent global geopotential 
solutions, 
3) The satellite is largely unaffected by 
atmospheric drag. 
The total resonance perturbation on GEOS-II along 
track is approximately 60Um, and is an enormous effect 
when compared to the 1m laser ranging and ~H'50 camera 
instrumentational accuracy which was employed to track 
this satellite. 
20 
ANALYSIS or GEOS- II DATA FOR ImSONANCE UETllJ-:f.1INATION 
I'ol!owiug the hypothtJsis developed in the previous 
section, the enth'e laser and camera data set available on 
GEOS-II (JII 1%8-(9) was divided into furty-one tJ.5 day 
segments. The GE~11 gn~,.ity model (Smith, Lerch and Wagner, 
1973) was then employed and the orbital state was estimated 
using this tracking data, We, however, removed all rn"13 
terms from the GE~!1 llIodel and recovered a lumped value of 
C(13,13) und 5(13,13). These recovered values are plotted 
(fully normalL:tld) aga.Lnst w in Figure 1. 'fIle l'esults for 
the various GEOD'lN solutions ar", summari::ed in Table 6. 
The liEODYN orbit determination system Cr. Martin, 
1972) was used for the resonance determination. GEODYN is 
a Bayesian least-squares, 11m 1 tiarc, multiple satelli to 
orbit and geou.et'c parameter estimation S},sttJlIl based upon 
Cowell type numerical integration techniques. Nodeled 
parameters normally include luni-solar gravitational per-
turbations, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, 
BIH polar motion ;,lnu. UTI data and the GElU geopotential 
model. Initially drag was modeled but not adjusted in 
the single arc solutions. ConsiderablE) cOrl'elation was 
found between the drag coefficient and the recovered reso-
nant coefficients. Later, slilall but significant adjustments 
of drag were made in a llluiti-arc solution, having low 
correlation "lith the lumped coefficients. 
A weighted least-squares solution was then performed 
to find the values for the sinusoidal terms in equation (Ill) 
from the lumped values for (13,13) recovered from the 
GEODYN orbital analys is over each 6.5 day arc. This 
solution found the following values describing the lump€:d 
coefficients: 
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00 to 
20 oo 110 10 100 '20 . 40 .110 .10 200 220 240 ,.., ,.. JOO 1lO J40 lIiO 
AAGUMFN T OF PlRIGEE IDEGREESI 
f ABLE (j OEOS- II LUMPeo ",OEffICllNTI fROM INDIVIDUAL ARCS 
Wtl HT(O 
FORMAL fOR MA L RM Of 
ARC CLUMPED SLUMPED .oRO Of PfRlon CSIOMA S"OMA FITTODATA 
X 10- 9 X 10- 1 DEGREES X 10- 11 .,0- 11 
I - 51.12 61.19 8333 0.28 0" 1 51 
2 
- 666' 51 68 75. 0.61 0.78 0.87 
3 0.15 64 .~ 6676 028 0.38 0.11 
• 1.18 .12 51 10 o. 0.38 Dill 
6 8.87 72.63 '3.28 0.18 OZ, 0.94 
8 - 71.07 81. 11 33.71 0.31 0.08 0.10 
7 - 70.71 71.75 2'.17 023 0.32 0'7 
8 - fi.ll 73.61 18.16 0.03 0.31 1.10 
I - 72.77 10.86 "'3 0.17 0.22 I 
10 - 87.11 73.35 361.7' 0.1. 0.22 1 01 
11 -66.07 7613 342.41 0.15 0.11 0.11 
12 0." 76.50 331.83 0'8 0." 0.10 
13 -67.35 76 80 323.01 0.18 0.22 100 
1. - 62.17 7C.09 31202 027 0.31 0.95 
16 9.07 71 .36 299.93 O.~ O.~ 126 
1ft - 39.73 72.60 290.07 0.23 0.22 Oil 
17 - 33.66 69.76 276.73 0.21 0. ,. 0.11 
18 - 21 .46 65.80 266 66 0.23 0.17 1.00 
11 - 19.80 50.92 256.01 0.26 0.16 III 
20 - 17.12 43.31 143,65 0.36 0.26 0.~1 
21 - 23.61 46.01 1~. 27 1.26 0.84 088 
22 - 26.80 44.45 125.13 0.22 0.23 0.10 
23 - 30.69 '9. 112.70 0.66 0.01 0.'Iti 
,. 
-41 .62 49.78 100,87 0.26 0.21 094 
26 9.2 .. 53.42 91.09 0." 033 105 
26 - 61 .94 61.26 81 . 0.27 0.37 0.88 
27 -5878 6133 72.1 . 0.62 1.09 0 
28 - 60.26 64." 6166 0.' 0 0.48 095 
29 - 70.10 73.6 1 52.00 0.00 0.35 I " 
30 - 16.19 52.44 206.7. 0.28 0.16 110 
31 - 13.16 '8.80 2~ .12 0.13 0.11 160 
32 - ~O.40 47.02 226.58 0.36 0. 16 1.39 
33 - 17 94 '8.97 169.35 0. 18 0.31 0.10 
~ - 23.11 " .42 109.70 0.16 0.22 I 01 
36 - 28.20 SO.89 137,01 0.18 0.2.2 1.3< 
36 - 33,05 53.32 126.92 0.16 0.24 0.86 
37 - 10.91 62.79 17818 0.30 0.26 1 16 
J8 --45.09 66.17 111 52 0.18 0,13 1 01 
39 --41 .70 61 .93 101 .09 0.33 0.23 126 
40 - 68.17 66.28 91 ,,. 0.82 0.37 0'17 
41 .10 66.61 81 .98 0.65 0.68 ~77 
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ORIGIN~ PAOBII 
OF POoR QUALmf 
CO = -4U.UUg6 x 10"9 o 
CO = -29.0172 x 10- 9 
c 
o _,\ 
C = -11.3765 x 10 ~ 
s 
o -9 5s c - 2.824i x lU 
(23) 
Since no other resonant term is modeled the (C,S)l3,13 
values themselves can be considered the lumped coefficients in 
o 0 in equation (10). We have labeled these C ,5. In equations 
Cll- 20), the full lIIodel for these coefficients are (arbitrarily) 
nOl'lIIali:ed with respect to the (15,13) term which has the 
greatest influence. 
The assumption here is that the resonant information 
is entirely along track (equations l6-~0). Therefore, 
according to the cOllvention in the~,e equations (C* .,c:') 
I I 
" .872 (5 ,-G). The terms of these lumped resonant co-
efficients are thus: 
S = 34.922 x 1U- 9 0 
- GO = 53.473 x 10- 9 
5 c 25.328 
-9 
= x 10 (24) 
-c c = 13.646 X 
1(1- 9 
S = 9.930 x 10- 9 s 
-c = -2.406 x 10- 9 s 
24 
Tllese coefficients can then be used in equations (16-18] 
to produce any tlll'ee resonant coefficient sets modeling the 
thre':l distinct frequencies for the q--1,O and +1 terms. Such 
a set is presented in Table 7. The q=.:!:,2 frequencies Wel'e 
barely detectable in the lumped coefficients and were not 
successfully recovered from this data. 
This same analysis can be performed using the .sa 
constraints found in equations (11), (12) and (13) I The 
same resonant coefficient set for Aa are also presented 
in Table 7. Since the two sets of constraint equations 
are nearly the same, these sets are also. 
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10 
I 
Ii i! 
II 
" 
C(16,131 
S(15,131 
C(14,131 
8(14,131 
0::(16,131 
8(16,131 
TABLE 7 
RESONANT COEFFICIENTS 
FROM GLOBAL * GEOS-II TRACKING rJATA 
(SINGLE ARC ANAL VSISI 
from from 
(/1 Along Track 1 (/1 .1 
34.922 x 10-9 35.438 x 10-9 
-53.473 x 10-9 -54.263 x 10-9 
27.976 x 1 a-9 28.880 x 10-9 
47.408 x 10-9 48.204 x 10-9 
27.228 x 10-9 29.330 x 10-9 
-29.846 x 10-9 -27.204 x ',0-9 
*Data ever a full rotation of parig ••• 
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ERROR ANALYSIS 
The ORAN program (G.P. Nartin, 1970) was used to 
perform a comprehensive error analysis of our resonant 
harmonic determination. In particular we wanted to know 
why the single arc lumped harmonics in 1969 were sys-
tematically displaced from those in 196B (see Figure 1). 
The ORAN program calculates the effect of unsolved-for 
(and poorly determined) parameters on the reson~nt 
determination. ORAN does thls (wjthout lengthy simula-
tions) by computing numerical measurement partials with 
respect to a large number of unrecovered effects. Three 
kinds of problems were investigated: 
1. ORAN was used to perform a clas~ical error analysis 
and gave both accuracy assessments and located the 
dominant error sources affecting the recovered 
resonance terms. The modeled errors included: 
• atmospheric drag at 40% error in a ballistic 
coefficient, Gn: 
• tesseral and zonal harmonic errors at 25% of 
the difference between two independent gravity 
models (~!artin and Roy, 1970): 
• tracking station coordinate uncertainties in 
the adopted set of positions employed f(.·f 
these solutions (~!arsh ",t. al" 1973): 
• an error in ~ of 1 ppm. 
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The resul ts 
in Table 8. 
of this error analysis are summari ~ed 
• k 
This analysis indicated that atmos-
pheric drag was a large error source and could 
substwltially bias the resonance recovery from 
each arc. This was surprising since the overall 
effect of drag on the ra the-r high GEOS II orbi t 
is small. Greater effects were seen, however, 
in the high solur cycle years of 1968-69. In 
fact, a large part of the discrepancy between 
the 1968-1969 data in Figure 1 could be due to 
drag errol'. The non-res ollan t geop oten tial error 
is probably overestimated in Table 8 since the 
field used for the GEDS arcs lGEM-l) was deter-
mined with lllUC.h of the same optical d'lta. Abo, the 
gravity model error magnitude was scaled 'Co the SAO 
Standard Earth 11 Gr:.wi ty Model (Gapos chkin and Lambeck, 
1970) which has been sh01m by KIosko and Krabill (1974) 
to yield approximately twice the orbital errors 
as that of GEM-Ion GEOS II orbits. Attempts 
were made to determine a drag coefficient, CD' 
in each of the 6. 5 da~' orbital solutions, but 
excess ively high carre lati OllS between CD and 
the resonance terlilS tat times exceeding .90) 
prevented our hav illg much confidence ill the results. 
The OR.>\!\J program was also used 
analytical development and po~ 
. veri fy the 
.... tion of the 
previous sections of this report. Values for 
all of the 13th l tlHough degree 21) order reSOll-
ance terms were modeled as errol' sources at the 
magnitudes listed in Table 9 as Ct. and thereby 
had their perturbatiolls propagate into the re-
covered values for (13,13)C S at the magnitude 
• listed as i'" fj~· comparing quantities II and S we 
,.ere able to numerically determine values for 
ARC 
EPOCH 
680307 C(13,131 
N 
S(13,131 
'" 
690207 C(13,131 
S(1 3,131 
TABLE 8. EST ..... ,UED ERROR IN RECOVERED (13,131C,S 
VALUES FROM ERROR ANALYSIS FOR TWO SAMPLE GEOS- H ARCS 
(NORMALIZED VALUE X : !, -91 
ERROR SOURCES 
(Magnitudel 
GRAVITY STATION 
MODEL COORDINATES 
/J DHAG ERROR (AT MARSH (401' OF 1.25 APL- ESTIMATED 
(1 "pm I CO l SAO M- l l UNCERTAINTYI 
.015 3.068 0.771 0.334 
-.011 0.464 1.238 0.929 
.027 - 1.660 3.073 0.747 
.029 2.579 -0.415 0.265 
RSS 
TOTAL 
3.181 
1.616 
3.572 
2.625 
v' 
a 
CO, SO 
C115,131 
S115,131 
CI17,131 
SI17,131 
C119,131 
S1 19,131 
C121 ,131 
SI21 ,13) 
ICC, SCI . co. W 
- 5114,131 
C114, 131 
- 5116,131 
C116,131 
- 5118,13) 
C118,131 
- 5120,131 
CI20,131 
I CS, 551 . • in w 
C114,131 
5114,131 
C116,131 
5116,131 
C1 18,131 
5118,131 
CI20,131 
5120,131 
TABLE 9 
ORAN CALIBRATION OF GEOS-II SHALLOW RESONANCE STUOY 
10 1 VALUE 
PROPAGATED 
INORMALIZED I 
X 10- 9 
4.444 
4.444 
3.460 
3.460 
2.770 
2.770 
2.628 
2.628 
~1.020 
~1 .020 
39.063 
39.063 
3.086 
3.086 
2.500 
2.fiOO 
51.020 
51.020 
:tH~J 
39.063 
3.086 
3.086 
2.500 
2.500 
IPI VALUE 
OF COEFF. 
ABSORBED 
BY 113,131 
Y. 10- 9 
- 5.174 
- 5.144 
- 1.840 
- 1.842 
+ .087 
t .076 
t .514 
t .507 
-4.160 
4.106 
t 0.292 
- 0.195 
t 0.086 
- 0.081 
t 0.046 
-0.047 
- 7.636 
~.454 
- 7.539 
- 7.530 
-. 13n 
-. 1597 
+ .1756 
t . 1600 
OR AN 
ESTIMATED 
SENSITIVITY 
( p ) 
_ -1:! __ 
- 1.164 
- 1.158 
- .532 
- .532 
.031 
.027 
.227 
.223 
.292 
.288 
- .027 
- .018 
- .099 
- .094 
- .060 
- .063 
- .156 
- .132 
- .201 
- .201 
-.0463 
-.0539 
t .onl 
t .0667 
U 
SENSITIVITY VALUE PREDICTED FROM THEORY ] 
SEMI - FOR q ' . 1,0,· 1 TERMS 
MAJOR ASCEND. ALONG 
AXIS NODE ECC. TRACK 
- 1.129 1.564 - 1.129 - 1.146 
- .515 - 1.182 - .515 - .530 
.022 - 1.726 .022 .023 
.204 -0.954 .205 .217 
.162 - .000 - 102.83 .165 
- .011 .266 - 12.2.50 - .009 
- .CSO .133 - 26.71 - .052 
- .r.J5 - .032 43.95 - .037 
- .134 .233 1150.3 - .188 
- .204 - .162 - 75.32 - .208 
- .044 - .605 - 357.2 - .042 
.on - .542 - 244.9 .080 
the ~en" i til' i t~· c\Jerrh: itm ts, chec killg the analyt k 
results. Table 9 pT0sents these reHults. As antici-
pated, the along track constraint ~est represents 
the relative sensitivity of the 13 th order terms for 
the '1"'0, and '.:omlJ()site q=:!:1 fn,quencies for GEOS-II. 
The fringe term::; aI''' less well modeled than the dominant 
constant Co • .1lld So terms, especially the small cosw 
terms for this ::;u,nplto w "" 75° orbit. 
3. ORAN "5imulations were also l'ddormed in a manner 
similar to the prec"ding, but Simulating tile ad-
. . } .. 1 th d Justment of more t Ian one pa1r ot 3 or er terms. 
This analysis was done to assess how much r"sonance 
information was contained within each 6.5 day data 
set. By propagating the .ff"cts of the unsolved for 
and therefor" neglected resonance terms into th" 
orbit, and getting an e~timated satellite positional 
error, we found t}lat when two even and two odd degree 
pairs of coeffiCients were recovered, the remaining 
orbital error from all other resonance terms was 
estimated to be les' than "J cm. When two "Ven and 
a single odd pair of coefficients are recuvered, 
the estimated orbital errors were at tiru~s, 2 meters. 
With a single odd pall' recovered, the estimated or~ital 
errors due to neglected resonance, at tilnes were 10's 
of meters. We ther"fore deduced that two even and 
two odd pairs of coefficients could recover the total 
resonance information for GEOS-II. 
The problem of atmospheric drag errors was still present and 
we therefore decided to recover a single 5et of two odd and 
two even pairs of resonance coefficients in a multiple-arc 
solution using 14 6.5 day orbits well distribut"d over the 
apsidal period. Two pairs of 26 th order l-3} day period) 
terms were also estimated. In each of these arcs, a CD was 
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illd~pelldelltl)' estimated. However, since all 14 arcs contributed 
information to the resonance recovery, the correlation between 
the recovered CD's and the resonance terms was satisfactorily 
reduced to no more than 0.1i, and seldom exceeded 0.3. 
It is 
this l'eport. 
Table lU and 
these results which we have adopted as best for 
These 13th order coefficients are presented in 
are used for the theoretical resonance values 
plotted in Figure 1. 
CoulOarisolls with Comprehensive Gravity Model 
SOlutIons 
There are many comprehensive gravity models which 
have been produced using satellite tracking data. Some 
used data from GEOS-II, while others did not. One can 
get some estimate of the consistency between various models 
and also compare the l'esul ts inferred from these models 
for GEOS - II with the 'reSU its we have obtained using our 
numerical analytical technique. 
Hy taking equations (lb) through (2U) derived from 
t.liJJ + .l~1 + cos i'MI} and substituting coefficient values frol" 
a given gravity model, one call compute a value of the lumped 
coefficients for each of the gravity models. Table 11 
presents these results. 
Table 11 indicates very good agreement between our 
GE(lS-11 lIlUlti-arc analrsis and the results obtained from 
comprehensive geopotential solutions which had a strong 
presence of GEOS-II data. The lumped coefficients for 
the comprehensive models are remarkedly consistent (on 
the whole) in spite of a fairly wide divergence of actual 
coefficients (see Figure ~ and Table l~). In Table 12 we 
have listed 6 satellite only solutions (and their GEOS-
COEFFICIENT 
C(13.13) 
5(13,13) 
C(1.,13) 
5(14,131 
C(16,13) 
5(16,13) 
C(16,131 
5(16,13) 
C(28,261 
5(26,26) 
C(27,26) 
5(27,26 ) 
TABLE 10. GEOS- II RESONANCE HARMONIC RECOVERY 
USING A MULTI - ARC SOLUTION 
NORMALIZED 
VALUE x 10- 9 
-65.166 
70.009 
27.064 
53.682 
- 18.744 
6.206 
20.616 
- 11 .993 
-63.160 
23.682 
- 3.035 
30.681 
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ALONG TRACK 
CONSTRAINT LUMPED 
VALUES 
So - :J8.1376 
Co - +65.9037 
Cc - +13.3597 
Sc - +27.9889 
S5 - 8.6028 
C5 - .8818 
C2C- 2.7169 
S2C - 2.24811 
C21' - 2.3294 
525- 2.3611 
TABLE 11 GRAVITY I\tODEL (OMPARI:)()N FOR RECOVERED 
LUMPED GEaS- 1i RE: ONJ..NCE COEFFICIENTS 
INORMI.L ZED X 109) 
~100ElS NOT USING GEOS- II "~OElS USII'.JG GEOS-II 
LUMPED GEOS- II GEOS- II RAPP ~\fl YIONOULIS DOUGLAS · SAO SAO GEM1 GEM4 GE ·.OS GEM6 PGS :>OP'1.ER COEF WAGNER WAGNER 
(a 109) KlOSKO KlOSKO 5 0 II III 62 
ANALYSIS INDIVIDUAL 
{MUL ll - ARC) ARC3 
119611 11973) 11968) 11969) 11970) 11974) 119711 (1972) (1974) (1974) (1974) 
00 
".l;Q 
~~ So 38138 34.92 17.41 21.67 18.10 18 10 . 3778 29.96 3752 4006 3993 4003 38 71 3'13 
:tlf: Co 55904 5341 21 .41 62.87 68.04 68 04 . 56 57 62.48 55 10 557a 5502 55 tI2 55.32 5454 
C c:;: ~: Sc 27 989 25 33 14.82 2.32 48. 18 477 27.54 29 87 2748 2833 2816 2722 77 6 7 Coow 
Cc 13.360 13 65 1037 4 02 422 1806 16.29 " _32 1359 12.97 12.94 1522 16 64 
Ss 8503 993 339 9.35 1.38 1143 7.01 964 5.59 598 6.06 7.77 124 
"nW 
Cs 6"2 - l.41 - 465 - 2.95 - 15.77 789 - 5.41 - 526 - 2.43 - 3.53 - 3.50 - 114 - 352 
Cc l.117 
2 
351 3.43 305 2.11 2.74 2.10 2.49 305 
COOZW 
Sc2 l.249 2.14 2.37 165 128 170 166 179 2 00 
Cs 2.329 2 447 - 335 - 120 
- 1 " - 131 - 135 - 172 - 1.01 
Stn2W 
Ss 2.361 456 3.97 334 110 2.49 2.55 2.13 225 2 
. USED YIONOULIS t lqy ~ 000 OEGREE TERMS 
'" .. ·FROM ALONG TRACK CONSTRAINTS 
TIlBL 12 13Th 'RDfR SArmUIH SOLUTIONS "'NI TS. '0- ' 
GE M 1 OEM l POI 82 UOPO ' ER RI OBlR GEM 5 ' 0 Olf 2 AVO "" RMS 
' 0 
' lC l3 - 26 2 518 82 .... .. 512 52.1 ' :1.3 225 
13$ 70 • 
• 583 70 58 . BB' 582 71.1 112 180 
•• C .10 302 20B 32 353 .05 5 . 0 257 18 .. , 
'($ •• OS '20 •• 068 26' ~ .O 36. . 57 301 
.5C 26' .. 21> • 3' . 3 • - 226 ... '81 
" 
Ul 
.55 - 05 120 25 - 11 - .. :t2 ... 
" 
10 188 
.ec '83 •• U .. 310 0., 381 .31 12 3 3 ' • 
'8$ - 3.' - 2' • 2 -. - '7.1 - .12 381 .0 5 18 '85 
I1C 58 320 .3 • 18 '0 • .00 lOG ' 5 • 17 25. 
I1S 11. ' 31 23 8 27 '8.0 .88 308 23' .0 • 282 
IIC 
- 87 U 203 '0 eo - 22.5 30. 
18S - 36 0 - 111.1 - 398 28 - 20 • 19 30. 
'9C - 26 5 - 82 '53 5 2.5 2 . ... 211 
• 5. 03 - 233 -;7 - 200 300 211 
zoe 2.. 211 58 
" 
368 
- 20 250 
205 • 5 - 72.5 • • .. 2. . - 3.7 250 
2.C - 280 - 188 - 25 3 -. ~88 - 21 0 227 
2' 5 • 0 26.3 '62 - . 192 .08 227 
22C - •• 3 . 8 0 225 2. ~. 2 ... 
22S 50 - 398 '8 7 20 16.1 .... 
23C - 11 .• 19 
235 20 - 11 
2'C 228 '0 
20$ 
- 42 - . 
25C 11 5 - 13 
25S 78 - 19 
26C 85 11 
25S 05 - . 
27C 
- 3.6 - .6 
27S 128 2 
28C 55 . 
28$ 
- 97 
29C - 15 .. 
2 - . 5 9 
30C 28.0 
30S 2.6 
Co 55 '0 5575 5532 .... 535' 55.02 702 .. , 7 • • 0 
'0 37.52 40.09 3811 37 BB .co 48 3913 702 3' • .13 16 
Cc 11 32 1 ~ .61 1& 22 '8.64 11 85 12.81 270 136 195 89 
$C 28'7 2105 2122 21.07 27.51 28.33 210 219 36 
Cs - • . 26 - 2.50 - 374 - 352 - 3.11 - 353 
." - 3.1 8 ' 88 
Ss ' .64 559 110 82' 10.87 598 
"' 
90 .82 . 53 
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flGUnE 2. 
CO'llPARISON Of GLOBAL GEOPOTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 
fOR 13th ORDER TESSERAL HARMONICS 
COMPAREO TO fOURIER TERMS 
C, TESSERAL COef FICIENT 
, m S,'" m TESSERAl COEFFIC.IENT - ~ FOURIER HARMONIC 
~ 
GEM I 
.. 
t' .. GEM. ... I 
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I I 0 0 GEM S 0 ~ 
x X • • SA02 X w w 
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DEGREE Of COEffiCIENT C;, DEGREE Of COEffiCIENT If I fOURIER TERM 
lumpd coefficients) with stt'ong G£()S-It trading. ulllll lblilith 
ct.al, 1973) contains optical data only. GEM! [Lorc}1 et.al., 
1912) has electronic (Trallet Doppler, C and oS- LaHJ l'aJar and 
laser) and additional optical data added to the GEm tracking. 
The data is employed at full weight (accordinG to the accuracies 
of tile systems as judged by the arc residuals). Thus, GEOS-II 
tracking domjnates the GEN! geopotential, but thi:; heavy truck-
ing had some defidencitl:; which Nere remedied in GEMS and 
later solutions. The cldef deficiency was the poorly kuoNn 
Doppler stations. In GEMS [Lerch et.al., 1974] the electronic 
and optical data for the GEDS (1 and II) orbits were down-
weighted to reduce the effect of these processing error". 
With PGS62 (F.J. Lerch, Private communii;ation, 1974J. the 
station positions and data biases were reSolved and tile 
GEDS-II data (with additional Doppler anJ lastlr tracking) 
had Eu 11 weight again. 
In Table 12 the Doppler solutiDn uses only Doppler 
data on 9 distinct satellite orbits with heavy GEDS-II 
coverage. The Riegber and Ilk [1975, Tabltl :, Col. 3) 
solution uses optic.al and laser data l'eductld to 36 [resonancej 
condition equations on 6 orbits including GEOS-II. 
In spite of these differences in observation and 
data reduction, tile GEDS-I1 lumped harmonics are relatively 
stable compared to the geopotential itself. [In Table 12, 
we compare the RNS 0 f coefficien t variation wi th Kaula' s 
rule (lU- 5/11 2). This is a uniform me:1sure of precisioll 
over all degrees. For the lumptld coefficients the estimate 
(10- 5/1 2) is actually the root sum of squares of all terms 
in each lumped component.] Except for 5s ' the lumped coefficients 
have a precision about all order of magnitude greater than the 
geopotential harmonics. The greatel: scatter of 5s values may 
be due Csubtley) to the scarcit)' of GEDS-II observations 
around w=190o. This comparison is presented graphically 
in Figure 2. In general the lumped coefficients appear to 
represent excellent constraints for the GEDS-II trp·-":ng record. 
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Comparison with Douglas, Marsh and Williamson [HIO\Jl 
Douglas, Marsh and Williamson (1909) p~rfDrm~d an 
analysis to recover r~sonance terms from timing errors 
(alollg track I.Jrrol's) in the Rosman GRARR data over a 5 .day 
an: of GEOS - II. They modeled the I)dd dtlgree, 13 th ordtll' 
ttlrlllS with th·~ values of Yiunuulis (1968) and attempted to 
I.mlmllce this set uf coeffic:"~nts by solving fur a value of 
11~,13) walch would combine to properly model the GBOS-II 
resonanc~ perturbations. They assumed all the timing ~rror 
was takell up in tile resonance perturbation of the mean 
anoliluly. This is the second terlll of th~ ~xpression for 
M in equatiun (3). A more cOlllplet~ expression for the 
along track errur [6w+6m+cusi'6~] which we use, differs 
from tlleirs by about lU~. Iq addition the Douglas-Yionuulis 
va lues apply only to the lL.i ted argumen t of perigee. during 
their 5-da~' arc l-35U"]. Nevertheless a comparison of our 
lumped coeffident Idth theirs at this perigee for GEOS-Il 
is reasonably clos~. 
Using the constraint fur along track information only 
['fable 11 in (IUJ fur uur tlilUlti-arc) solution; equations 
(16-1~J in tlIJJ for tile Duuglas-Ylonoulis set]; this comparison 
is presented in 'fable 13. The b 'global' constraints them-
:o;elves, computed from the Douglas-Yionoulis field are much 
poorer. But GEOS-Il data is only repl'esented in that fieId 
by a single sateillte arc [see Table 1]. 
Cumparison wi th Riegber' s ! 197 3.1 Constraint 
In his 1973 paper Riegber has shown how it is possible 
to derive resonance {or other periodiC] variations from a 
'Fourier' sulution of the satellite's motion as a boundary 
. 
v(lue problem. Instead 0; the 'natural' frequencies C¢) of 
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TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF DOUGLAS-YIONOULIS AND GEOS-II 
GLOBAL RESONANCE ANAL VSIS FOR 
Doualal, It ai, 1969 
GEOS-II R_nan .. 
An.IY111 (thll t'lport; 
LUMPED COEFFICIENTS AT 
W·34SO.66 
C )( 109 
75.02 
67.81 
39 
84.14 
).1 
, 
1j 
"  
" 
1\ 
I 
1 
r 
1 
i 
Ii 
r! 
iii 
:1 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I: 
:1 
Ii 
II 
~ 
II : 
II 
I! 
II Ii 
11 
:1 
II 
the orbital perturbation:;, l{iegber uses twice the period of 
th~ (~naly:ed) arc a:; fundamental, and all necessary subharmonic3 
of tId:; to de::icribe the variations of 'Kepler' element combin-
ation:;. Using tllese (arbitrary) frequencies, he calculates 
(b;.- quadrature) theoretical amplitude:; for the element combina-
tion:; in the style of a Fourier analysis. The advantage of 
the method b that it (apparently) separates effects perfectly; 
unly orthogollal functions are determined. The disadvantage 
is that the natural frequencie!l are not all simply related to 
(evenJ a well chosen arc length. Therefore, a large number of 
terms may have to be evaluated to resolve a variation of a 
few close frequencies. Nore serious may be. the restriction that 
unly the Ulnpli tudes arB determined by the method. Geopotential 
phase information is lost in defining two boundary valu~s for 
each element from the orbit data. Nevertlleless, impressive 
results have been achieved with thi!l method (Riegber, 1974,1975) 
and an agreement wit}1 our analysis can be demonstrated. 
Riegber (1973) analy:ed optical data in a GEOS-II 
arc (5. 8 days long) for the amp li tude 0 f the les onan t 
\'a1' iat ion of w+I·I+I',. The measured amplitude is related to a 
condition equation (a calculated quantity) involving all 
13 th order h'.1l'monics. Unfortunately, no direct check can be 
made with our influence coefficients since ours are for 
sine acd cos~ne terms independently. They contain phase as 
well as amplitude information. However, the amplitudes of 
our lumped coefficients [(C*)2+(s*)2]1/2 can be compared to 
Riegber's. 
In Table 14 we make this comparison for 3 fields: 
1. Our eEOS -II field from individual arcs (Table 7, 
along track) 
, 
~ . The SAO SE2 
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TABLI: 1 • . (;OMPAR ISON 0 1 . . ~vS-2 RESULTS WITH 
A RIEGBER CONST RAIN T 
'FOURIER ' 
PERIOO 
(DAYSI WO 
-=---
6.8 261 .2 
DATA ARC IS 6.8 DAYS LONG 
CALCULATED AMPLITUUE (10- 7 RADIANSI 
RIEGBER OBSERVED AMPLITUDE 
(10- 7 RADIANSI 
OUR INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTED 
SAO SE 2 ARC SOLUTION SOLUTION 
300 .!. 16 303 
CALCUL .... TED AMPLITUDES IC· ,S· I 
AND (RA ~oO l IC· ,S· I ICALCULATED 
RIEGBER AM PLITUDE 
41 
65.95 
(6.41 
303 327 
56.91 
15.41 
62.32 
(6.31 
3. Hiegber's (1973) corrected wi,:th lI:D 9 (17,13)C s • 
• (60,-4.5) 
It is noted that our field agrees with Riegber's observation 
as well as his which was 'fit' to this data. 
The computed lumped coefficients for w+M+O by our 
analysis are very close to those for the along track since it 
is dOllunated by w+M which is the salile for both. But tile 
correspondellce. of the amplitudes of our lumped values (u:;ing 
the various fields) with those computed from Riegber's 
condition equations is close but nut exact. It is gratifying 
that the comparison is good. 
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Verification 01 Results Using GEOS-II Dat..~ 
Another obvious lIleans for a:s:;essing the accuracy of the 
derived values fur the m=13 resonance coefficients found il\ 
this analysis is \:0 use these coefficients and compara orbit 
determinations with them and other sets of coefficients. 
Five epochs were selected having a wide range of argument of 
perigee. The data reductions were repeated three different 
ways: 
• 
• 
a solution was performed using tIle GENG (Lerch, 
1974) Gravity ~Iodel without any m=13 terms. This 
was used as a basis for assessing the total 
resonance information in the arcs. 
a solution \~a::; performed using the GE~lti Gravity 
~lode1 complete to (22,14). Three pairs of reso-
nance coefficients were adjusted - (14,13)C,S' 
(lS,13)C s and [16,13)~ S' These solu~ions were 
, '-, , 
used with those above to gauge the total resonance 
information in the arcs. 
• and lastly, the same arc was reduced using GE~I() 
without its m=13 coefficients, but added to 
GEMti were the resonance coefficients recovered from 
the multi-arc analysis (presented in Table 10J. 
When tI,ls sulutiun b compare,d to the one imlllediately 
above, one can get a fairly accurate measure of 
resonance modeling obtained using the constraints 
derived in this analysis. 
Table IS sU11llllari:es these reSUlts. 
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It is reali:et! that this form of verification has cer-
tain limitations. When one introduces six additional degrees 
of freedom to any data redUction, other errors (i.e., drag, 
solar radiation pressure, low degree und order geopotential) 
will ue partial:," accollllllodated. Therefore, the solution using 
the cOlllplete GIl~16 with thr,;,e pairs of coefficients adjusting 
may yield results which include accommodation to these other 
error sources. Nevertheless, the level of resonance modeling 
obtained from our analysis can be inferred (pessimistically) 
fr01ll the l'esul ts presented in Table 15. Our global solution 
models all but about 1.7~ of the l3tJI order resonance informa-
tion in the GE(lS-1l orbit. 
Table 15 uses weighted IU-IS as its measure of the quali ty 
of fit to the data, lhe al:t:ual data ,,'eights employed Were: 
camera observations: 
range [laser) observations: 5111 
The laser range data was also sampled SO that only 5U pts/pass 
was used ill this analysis. 
TABLE 15. 
RESONANCE VALIDATION USING GEOS-II DATA 
RMS OF FIT TO THE DATA ® 
GEM6 GEM6 GEM6 ® ESTIMATED PERCENT ARG W/OUT ADJ. USING DEGRADATION PERFORMANCE 
EPOCH OF ANY CD (14.13) ® DERIVED Q) TOTAL USING OF OF PERIGEE (m2 13) (15. 13) (m2 13) RESONANCE DERIVED DERIVED 
ARC (EPOCH) RES TERMS (16.13) RES TERMS CONTRIBUTION VALUES MOOEL 
CD - ® Q) - ® ® + @ 
680509 337° 10.616 0.840 0.876 9.776 .036 0.0% 
680407 30° 9.224 0.776 0.823 8.448 .047 0.6~ 
680907 140° 3.348 0.857 0.885 2.491 .028 1 . 1~ 
690207 252° 14.739 0.930 1.360 13.809 .430 3. 1~ 
680611 282° 9.666 0.871 1.026 8.795 .155 1.R 
.. 
'" 
RMS 
PERFORMANCE 1.n 
CONCLUSIONS 
Gravitational constraint equations have been derive.d 
from CEllS-II data and a detailed analysis of the shallow 
l'eSOllallce problem. The.se equations follow from elementary 
perturbation theory and the along-track constraint derived 
from them accounts for all but about 2':' of the 13th order 
resonant information ill the tracking data. The equations 
are also in good agreement \~ith recent comprehensive gravity 
1I1Odels of SAD, CSFC and 1'1'0111 Doppler data only, which use 
substantial amounts of GEOS-II data. 
The goal of the analysis has been met; to derive 
simple constraints which account for nearly all of the shallow 
resonant information in satellite orbits. T11e method makes 
it fea~ible to reduce compre11ensive field models to t11e lUmped 
coefficients for orbits Qr orbital arcs used in their solutions. 
The proper combination and extension of t11is constraint data 
should be straightforward, but is a task left for the future. 
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